
 

COVID-19 Testing Protocols 

 
Q: When should I anticipate getting the test in the mail?  

Upon finalized logistics, students, faculty and staff members will receive their test kit via overnight postage. 

 

Q How long will it take to get results back?   

Once the home test kit arrives, the expectation is that the kit is immediately returned using the prepaid postage. 

At this time, test results are expected within 72 hours. 

Q: Why are students being tested at home and when they get to campus?  

Testing is key to slowing down the spread of COVID-19. Students that test positive while at home are asked to 

stay home and continue remote learning. Students are also being tested upon arrival to campus in order to 

know their status and to provide surveillance to mitigate an outbreak.  

 

Q: I am enrolled in all online classes.  Why do I have to participate in this mail-in testing process?  

The University has made a commitment to test the entire VSU community including all faculty, staff, and 

students.  

 

Q: How will VSU know whether if I took the pre-test for COVID-19 and what my results were?   

The Administrative Portal will keep track of those individuals that have not completed the  
testing.  
 

Q: Will temperature checks be taken at the gate?  

No. Per the Virginia Department of Human Resource Management, temperature checks are considered a 

medical exam.  Employees are encouraged to take their own temperature.  Students will receive a digital 

thermometer in their Welcome Back Kit.  Also additional digital thermometers have been ordered for faculty 

and staff members.  

 

Q:  Will faculty who will be teaching all courses remotely/online have to take the COVID-19 test? 

Testing is key to slowing down the spread of COVID-19. The University has made a commitment to test the 

entire VSU community including all faculty, staff, and students.  

 



 

Q:  Who has access to my COVID-19 test results other than myself?   

Test results and patient identifiers will remain confidential. The testing Administration Portal will be monitored 

by the Student Health clinicians and will adhere to HIPAA laws. 

 

Q: What measures will the University take to ensure that my employee rights and the confidentiality of my medical 

records (HIPPA) and my privacy will be safeguarded.  

Test results and patient identifiers will remain confidential. The testing Administration Portal will be monitored 

by the Student Health clinicians and will adhere to HIPAA laws. 

 

Q: Will faculty be informed if their student tests positive for COVID-19? 

The Student Health staff along with the Virginia Department of Health (contact tracers and epidemiologists) 

are the only entities that will have access to students’ test results.  Faculty will be notified that a student did 

test positive; however, names and other personal identifiers will remain confidential. 

 
Q: Given that areas of Virginia have been trending upward for a while, why wasn't pre-arrival testing for all on 

campus students part of the initial plan?   

The University continues to review the data set forth by the Virginia Department of Health and the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention and based on that data, the University made an informed decision to delay the 

reopening of campus and face to face learning. The University monitors the regional and national positive test 

results and death toll daily. The complexity of COVID-19 continues to pose challenges to planning. 

Q: Who should the student contact if they do not receive a test at home?  

Students, faculty and staff members will have access to a mobile device app to communicate questions.   

 

Q: Will I be notified if my roommate test positive?   

Students will be notified of their exposure to COVID-19.   Per HIPAA, students’ names and other personal 

identifiers will remain confidential.  

 

Q: Will faculty need to be tested again when they return to campus? 

Yes.  Testing is key to slowing down the spread of COVID-19. Faculty and staff members that test positive while 

at home are asked to stay home and self-isolate. Faculty and staff members are also being tested upon arrival to 

campus in order to know their status and to provide surveillance to mitigate an outbreak.  

 



 

Q: Is there a specific date that all testing should be done?  

Once the home test kit arrives, the expectation is that the kit is immediately returned using the prepaid postage. 

Q: Will faculty be notified if a student in their class tested positive for COVID-19?  

Faculty will be notified that a student did test positive, however names and other personal identifiers will 

remain confidential. 

. 

Q: What happens if a student tests positive while on campus?  

Students that test positive while residing on campus will be transitioned to assigned self-isolation housing.  If the 

student anticipates less than favorable outcomes academically or mental health challenges, the student may 

return home (avoiding public transportation). 

Q: Is there a cost to the student/faculty/staff for the test?  

No, the University will cover the costs of the required tests. 

Q: How will the test ensure that students are not positive when they return to campus four weeks later?  

Students will be tested upon arrival to campus.  The Trojan community is strongly encouraged to continue social 

distancing, frequent hand washing, wearing facial coverings and monitoring COVID-19 symptoms.  

 

 

VSU Health and Safety  
 

 

Q:  Will there be temperature checks before entering campus buildings?  

 

A:  At this time temperature checks will not be monitored before entering campus     

      buildings. Students will receive a digital thermometer in their Welcome Kit. Faculty,  

      staff and students are encouraged to take their own temperature prior to leaving their  

      residence and continue to monitor their symptoms. COVID-19 user friendly symptom  

      checkers are located on the cdc.gov and vdh.virginia.gov websites.  

 

Q:  What will be the cleaning protocol for office and common spaces?  

 

A:  We are promoting behaviors that reduce spread by providing each faculty, staff member  

      and student with the tools they need to stay personally safe. Each member of the campus  

      community with an on-site presence will receive personal protective equipment such      

      as hand sanitizer, disinfectant wipes, gloves, thermometers, and face coverings.  

      Reminder signage to reinforce hand washing hygiene and respiratory etiquette has been  

      placed in restrooms and building entrances. Spaces have been de-densified and marked  

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html
https://www.vdh.virginia.gov/


 

      for social distancing with floor decals, capacity charts, and safe distance signage.  

      Additionally, we want to maintain healthy environments. Facilities’ staff will clean and  

      disinfect frequently touched surfaces like elevator call buttons, door handles and hand  

      railings continuously. We are also deploying technology such as electrostatic  

      disinfectant sprayers to sanitize entire rooms between uses. We have placed hand  

      sanitizing stations in lobbies and elevator lobbies that can be replenished when needed.  

      We are working with faculty and staff to develop schedules for increased cleaning and  

      disinfecting when spaces are occupied and have stocked adequate supplies to maintain  

      these schedules for several months. We have worked hard over the summer to ensure  

      that mechanical systems are working properly. Window air conditioners, chillers, air  

      handlers and other mechanical systems have been cleaned and disinfected so that they  

      are performing as designed and ventilation is maximized. 

 

 

 

Q:  What are the plans for social distancing within the office environment?  

 

A:  We are first determining the buildings that will be used for the fall semester, reviewing  

      drawings to establish a social distancing plan, and then visiting the buildings to  

      physically mark with signage, floor decals and capacity notices. We are planning on  

      six feet (6’) between people when stationary and eight feet (8’) overall to account for  

      movement and individual volume. In this way, capacity in classrooms, conference  

      rooms, and office areas are reduced. Depending on the room layout, the capacity after  

      de-densifying can be in the range of 15-50% of the pre-COVID capacity. Departmental  

      leadership will use a combination of coordinating work schedules to de-densify offices  

      during the work week and providing the PPE needed to perform work safely including  

      separation panels when face-to-face contact is required.   

 

Q:  How will the University ensure that everyone on campus is adhering to safety protocols?  

 

A:  The University has distributed electronic mandatory Return to Campus COVID-19  

      training which outlines safety protocols. The expectation is that the entire Trojan  

      Community will take self-accountability to adhere to the protocols outlined by the  

      University and the Governor's Executive Order 63  

 

Q:  Are masks required within the office?  

 

A:  Masks/facial coverings are required on campus and when social distancing greater than  

      six feet (6’) cannot be maintained. 

 

Q:  How will the University handle a positive COVID-19 diagnosis for students who are living on campus? 

 

A:  The student will be notified along with Virginia Department of Health in order to  

      initiate contact tracing and further screening/testing of potential exposed peers.  

      Students with a positive COVID-19 result will be quarantined for 14 days in a safe and  

      confidential room on campus. Meals will be coordinated with dining services. Student  

https://www.governor.virginia.gov/media/governorvirginiagov/executive-actions/EO-63-and-Order-Of-Public-Health-Emergency-Five---Requirement-To-Wear-Face-Covering-While-Inside-Buildings.pdf


 

      Health will monitor the student via virtual clinic visits. If that student feels that being  

      quarantined on campus will hinder a positive outcome academically or with mental  

      health challenges, then the student can return home to recover. 

.  

 

Q:  How will you quarantine roommates if one has symptoms of COVID?  

 

A: Student Health will review the students assigned residence hall and make a  

     determination on a safe plan. If the students reside in a traditional residence hall with a  

     community bathroom, then the students will be asked to move to the quarantine housing. 

 

 

 

 

Facilities and Cleaning Protocol 
 

Q:  What will be the cleaning protocol for office and common spaces?   

 

A: There will be enhanced cleaning and disinfecting of offices and common area contact  

     surfaces in occupied buildings during the fall semester. High touch areas such as  

     lobbies, corridors and elevators will be cleaned continuously throughout the day during  

     occupied times. Because many staff members will continue to work remotely during  

     the fall semester, leadership for departments with an on-campus presence are  

     developing work plans so that custodial schedules can be coordinated to accommodate  

     cleaning and disinfecting after each use. 

 

Q:  What safety protocols are being made within buildings?  

 

A:  We are promoting behaviors that reduce spread by providing each faculty, staff member  

      and student with the tools they need to stay personally safe. Each member of the campus  

      community with an on-site presence will receive personal protective equipment such  

      as hand sanitizer, disinfectant wipes, gloves, thermometers, and face coverings.  

      Reminder signage to reinforce hand washing hygiene and respiratory etiquette has been  

      placed in restrooms and building entrances. Spaces have been de-densified and marked  

      for social distancing with floor decals, capacity charts, and safe distance signage.  

      Additionally, we want to maintain healthy environments. Facilities staff will clean and  

      disinfect frequently touched surfaces like elevator call buttons, door handles and hand  

      railings continuously. We are also deploying technology such as electrostatic  

      disinfectant sprayers to sanitize entire rooms between uses. We have placed hand  

      sanitizing stations in lobbies and elevator lobbies that can be replenished when needed.  

      We are working with faculty and staff to develop schedules for increased cleaning and  

      disinfecting when spaces are occupied and have stocked adequate supplies to maintain  

      these schedules for several months. We have worked hard over the summer to ensure  

      that mechanical systems are working properly. Window air conditioners, chillers, air  

      handlers and other mechanical systems have been cleaned and disinfected so that they  



 

      are performing as designed and ventilation is maximized.    

  

Q: What is process for cleaning dorms, classrooms, common spaces and buildings?   

 

A: There will be enhanced cleaning and disinfecting in all occupied spaces during the fall  

     semester. Classrooms will be professionally cleaned and disinfected at least twice per  

     day based upon usage and will be equipped with disinfectant wipes and hand sanitizer  

     to provide another level of spread containment. In residential facilities, common areas  

     such as community restrooms, elevators, corridors, laundry rooms and vending  

     machines will be wiped and disinfected continuously throughout the day in accordance  

     with resident schedules and privacy precautions. High-touch areas such as lobbies,  

     elevators, corridors, door handles, and public restrooms in all occupied buildings will  

     be wiped and disinfected continuously throughout the day when in use. The Student  

     Health Clinic and Counseling Center at Memorial Hall will require not only enhanced  

     cleaning and disinfecting services, but also dedicated custodians that provide  

     continuous cleaning of exam rooms and counselling spaces while medical staff attend  

     to patients. Occupied faculty and staff offices will be cleaned daily as directed by the  

     building managers and occupants. 

  

Q:  What Personal Protective Equipment will be provided by the University? 

   

A:  Each student will receive a welcome kit that is equipped with personal sized hand  

      sanitizer, disinfectant wipes, gloves, a safe touch tool, thermometers, and a cloth face  

      covering that can be laundered for daily use. We will also have supplies of disposable  

      masks at our academic buildings for times when a student’s permanent mask is lost or  

      forgotten. Faculty and staff working on campus will receive a thermometer, disinfectant  

      wipes, face coverings and hand sanitizer but can also request PPE specialized to their  

      job function. For instance, our staff and faculty with face-to-face functions will receive  

      clear separation panels to keep safe while meeting directly with students and customers.  

      Each classroom, communal restroom and public facing area will be equipped with  

      disinfectant wipes and hand sanitizer to supplement enhanced cleaning schedules.  

      Lobbies and high traffic areas will be equipped with floor standing hand sanitizer  

      stations. 

  

Q:  What are safety procedures for face-to face classes? 

 

A:  Each classroom building has been equipped with hand sanitizer stations at building  

      entrances and lobby areas for staff, faculty and students entering the facility. Public  

      restrooms in our academic buildings have been provided with disinfectant wipes and  

      hand sanitizer and trash cans are placed near the door to prevent touching handles.  

      Because mask wearing by students, faculty and staff is required for entry to each  

      building on campus, PPE masks are provided to each member of the campus  

      community. Signage at each building entrance has been placed to reinforce this  

      requirement. Each classroom building in use will be de-densified and marked for social  

      distancing. Classrooms will be cleaned and disinfected twice per day, typically before  

      the first use in the morning and mid-day between class changes. Each classroom will  



 

      be equipped with disinfectant wipes and hand sanitizer to provide an extra measure of safety.  

 

Q:  What are plans for social distancing within the office environment?   

 

A:  We are first determining the buildings that will be used for the fall semester, reviewing  

      drawings to establish a social distancing plan, and then visiting the buildings to  

      physically mark with signage, floor decals and capacity notices. We are planning on  

      six feet (6’) between people when stationary and eight feet (8’) overall to account for  

      movement and individual volume. In this way, capacity in classrooms, conference  

      rooms, and office areas are reduced. Depending on the room layout, the capacity after  

      de-densifying can be in the range of 15-50% of the pre-COVID capacity. Departmental  

      leadership will use a combination of coordinating work schedules to de-densify offices  

      during the work week and providing the PPE needed to perform work safely including  

      separation panels when face-to-face contact is required.   

Q:  How will the University ensure that everyone on campus is adhering to safety protocols?  

A:  Adhering to safety protocols including social distancing, mask wearing and monitoring  

      health for symptoms is a personal responsibility. VSU is promoting safe behaviors by  

      providing PPE to each member of the campus community, placing reminder signage to  

      reinforce hand washing hygiene and respiratory etiquette, de-densifying spaces and  

      placing floor decals and capacity notices that mark safe distances in classrooms,  

      stairwells, elevators, hallways and gathering areas. Healthy environments will be  

      maintained through enhanced cleaning and disinfecting in close coordination with  

      department leadership. 

 

Q:  How can you ensure that students are practicing safe social distancing protocols?  

  

A:  Practicing safe social distancing protocols is a personal responsibility for each member  

      of the campus community, including students. VSU is reinforcing the social distancing  

      education and training required of each student, faculty and staff member by de- 

      densifying campus spaces and providing signage, floor decals and capacity notices that  

      mark safe distances in classrooms, stairwells, elevators, hallways and gathering areas.   

 

Q:  Will there be enforcement of social distancing?   

 

A:  All safety protocols, including the practice of social distancing, is a personal  

      responsibility. The campus community will work together to enforce social distancing  

      by reminding one another to adhere to the safe distance signage placed throughout the  

      buildings and grounds.  

 

Academics 
 

Q:  How will the fall 2020 academic calendar change?  

 

A: The following adjustments have been made to the academic calendar: 

• All classes will begin ONLINE/REMOTE  



 

• Face to Face and Hybrid classes will begin on-campus on Monday, September, 14, 2020 

• There will be no fall break. 

• The last day for face-to-face classes will be Tuesday, November 24, 2020. 

• Following Thanksgiving break, students will not return to campus. All remaining instruction 

and/or assessments will be conducted remotely until the last day of the fall semester, December 

7, 2020. 

• All study abroad programs for the fall 2020 semester have been suspended. 

 

The full Fall 2020 Academic Calendar is available online. 

 

 

Q:  Where do I find my course schedule?  

 

A:  Students should check their Banner account to access their current course schedule and  

      to make any changes to their schedule. 

 

Q:  How do I understand the different modes of course delivery?  

 

A:  Virginia State University will begin fall 2020 classes on Monday, August 17, 2020.  

      Due to the COVID-19 health and safety recommendations, and in an effort to remain  

      flexible and maintain low-density classrooms, VSU will offer multiple modalities of  

      course delivery: Online/Remote Instruction, Face-to-Face Instruction, Hybrid  

      (combination of face-to-face and remote learning), HyFlex and Flexible Instruction.  

      Each course delivery method is defined in our REOPENING PLAN on the VSU website.    

 

Q:  Will Internships be available? 

 

A:  Students should speak with their Department’s internship coordinator regarding the  

      availability of internships for fall 2020. 

 

Q:  Will students have work study? 

 

A:  We will have a limited number of work-study positions on campus. Students who  

      qualify will be notified via their VSU email account in August. 

 

Q:  Is there a penalty for choosing all online courses?   

 

A:  There is no penalty for a student choosing online courses. 

 

Q:  Do students have the option to choose all online classes?  

 

A:  Yes, students may choose a full complement of online classes for fall 2020. Students  

      should note the method of delivery on the course schedule when choosing classes.  

      Some modalities will require face-to-face availability.  

 

 

http://www.vsu.edu/files/docs/academics/Fall2020/covid-19-adjusted-2020-fall-calendar.pdf


 

Housing 
 

Q:  Can students cancel room assignments and meal plans? 

 

A:  Yes, students can cancel their room assignments and meal plans. Simply email  

      reslife@vsu.edu – include full name, V-number and reason for cancellation. The email  

      will serve as written documentation of the request for Fall 2020 housing cancellation.  

 

Q:  Will there be a housing cancellation fee assessed? 

 

A:  No, there will not be any cancellation fees assessed to any student’s account if they decide to  

                   cancel.  

 

Q:  What is the move-in process this semester? 

A:  We are asking all students to adhere to the move-in schedule   that is posted on the  

website. In addition, if there are any outstanding documents (financial aid form, health forms, etc.), these 

items need to be submitted prior to arrival to aid in the validation process. Students will be directed to a tent at 

the Multi-Purpose Center parking lot where they will be screened for validation and then directed to the 

assigned residence hall. Students will only be able to be assisted by two other family members for move in. 

 

Q:  What is the campus visitation policy? 

 

A:  There will be no visitation from hall to hall. In addition, students will not be allowed to have non-students 

       visit the residence hall. Students will need to meet their family members at the front door of the residence hall 

       and visit outside. There will be no congregating allowed.  

 

Q:  Is the $150 room lottery fee refundable? 

 

A:  The $150.00 advance room payment is nonrefundable. The $150.00 paid will be  

      credited to the student’s account as a payment toward the student’s overall bill. If the  

      student decides not to attend VSU completely, they can be eligible to receive the  

      $150.00 refundable damage deposit. The student will need to simply email  

      reslife@vsu.edu to make this request and indicate that they will not be attending VSU.  

 

Q: If a student does not have fall housing, are they still eligible for spring 2021 housing? 

 

A:  Depending on VSU’s plans for the Spring term, students will be eligible for Spring  

      housing even if they do not have housing for the Fall. This will be contingent on  

      available space at that time. Students will need to complete a Spring 2021 housing  

      application online beginning November 1st. There will be no fee to complete the Spring  

      2021 housing application. If there is no damage deposit on file, then that will be the  

      only fee required.  

 

Q:  Are students required to accept their housing assignment? 

mailto:reslife@vsu.edu
file:///C:/Users/gdandridge/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/Y7XWUC93/vsu.edu/files/docs/academics/Fall2020/Fall%202020%20Move-In%20Schedule.pdf
mailto:reslife@vsu.edu


 

 

A:  Students are not required to accept their assignment, however, in the event they are  

      electing to remain virtual for Fall 2020, we will need to be notified so that the housing  

      and meal charges can be cancelled.  

 

Q:  Can I still request a single room? 

 

A:  Students can request a single space, but they are not guaranteed.   

 

Q:  How can a student obtain a space at the University Apartments at Ettrick (UAE) and  

       how are the charges billed? 

 

A:  Students inquiring about living at UAE must contact the UAE management office  

      directly at 804-524-5153 to inquire about available space. Charges are billed to the  

      student’s account.  

Dining 

 

Q:  Am I required to purchase a meal plan? 

 

A:  Any student who resides in on-campus housing is required to purchase a meal plan. 

 

Q: What dining halls will be open this semester? 

 

A:  Jones Dining Hall and Foster Hall will remain open. Dining services will be adjusted  

      to accommodate a lower-density model consisting of limited dine-in options with social  

      distancing protocols in place and increased “grab & go” meal options. Restaurants in  

      Foster Hall will have limited hours of operation with pre-ordering only and window  

      pick-up options. 

 

 

Campus Life 
 

Q:  Will there be extracurricular activities/student organizations offered on campus? 

 

A:  The Department of Student Activities along with the Trojan Activities Board is doing  

      continuous research of how to safely do social events while meeting the CDC safety  

      guidelines to keep the Trojan family safe. There will be extracurricular activities on  

      campus; however, the majority of them will be virtual. The game room in Foster Hall  

      will be open with limited hours of operation and strict guidelines regarding wearing  

      masks, social distancing, handwashing and cleaning equipment. Student Organizations  

      will meet virtually with some Executive Board meetings being face-to-face.  

 

 

Student Account/Financial Aid/Finances 
 



 

Q:  Can students use financial aid to cover off-campus housing? 

 

A:  Most financial aid can be used towards on- and off-campus housing, however there are  

      a few exceptions. If you have excess funds after all your charges are paid, you will be  

      issued a refund. However, funds are not disbursed until at least two (2) weeks after  

      school has started and class attendance has been taken.  

 

Q:  Will tuition rates be adjusted for students who primarily take on-line courses? 

  

A:  No. Full tuition rates are applicable for on-line instruction. The University is incurring  

      significant costs to further invest in and maintain adequate technology for on-line  

      instruction. Further, on-line instruction will be carried out in an interactive manner,  

      allowing students to fully engage with professors on a real-time basis. 

  

 

Q:  Will comprehensive fee rates be adjusted for students who do not return to campus?          

A:  No. Full comprehensive fee rates are applicable for all enrolled students. The comprehensive fee supports 

      student learning outside the classroom for full-time students. The fee supports a number of student activities 

      and cultural events essential to the development of our future graduates. The University is planning to 

      continue to offer such services to its full-time students whether physically on campus or off campus. For  

      off-campus students, the services will be delivered on-line. 

  

Q:  Will room and board and other fees be adjusted for students who do not reside on  

      campus? 

  

A:  Yes. Students will not be charged room and board fees if they do not reside on campus.  

      Further, students will not have to pay a parking fee if they do not plan to park on campus. 

 

Q:  Will students have work study? 

 

A:  We will have a limited number of work-study positions on campus. Students who  

       qualify will be notified via their VSU email account in August. 

 

Human Resources 
 

Q:  If I am currently teleworking, am I required to return to campus? 

 

A:  There are certain jobs or aspects of a job that must be performed on campus and other jobs or aspects of jobs 

that can be performed remotely with a laptop and the necessary access. Individual supervisors and departments 

will work with employees to determine who will perform their jobs remotely and who will be required to be on 

campus. This will allow the University to better manage necessary cleaning and disinfecting of offices and shared 

spaces.  

 

Q:  Are there special accommodations for employees who are considered high risk?  



 

 

A:  Remote or teleworking options may be provided for vulnerable employees in high-risk categories (e.g. 65 years or 

older, underlying health conditions), those caring for loved ones, and those who choose to self-report a disability. In 

those cases, employees would consult the Office of Human Resources (OHR) to facilitate the request by completing 

an Accommodation Request form.  

 

o Requests for an accommodation, along with any necessary supporting documentation, will be reviewed 

by the appropriate OHR staff.   

o The OHR staff will discuss the request with the individual faculty or staff member and will meet with 

appropriate individuals, such as the individual's dean, department chair, supervisor, or department head, 

in order to assess the options for reasonable accommodations. 

o OHR shall notify the faculty or staff member in writing of the approved accommodations within 15 days 

of receipt of a request, unless additional documentation is required or extenuating circumstances 

necessitate a longer review period. 

 

Q:  Can an employee use FMLA, annual time, etc. to telework to care for loved ones? 

A:  Remote or teleworking options may be provided for vulnerable employees in high-risk categories (e.g. 65 years or 

older, underlying health conditions), those caring for loved ones, and those who choose to self-report a disability. In 

those cases, employees would consult the Office of Human Resources (OHR) to facilitate the request by completing 

an Accommodation Request form  

 

o Requests for an accommodation, along with any necessary supporting documentation, will be reviewed by the 

appropriate OHR staff.   

o The OHR staff will discuss the request with the individual faculty or staff member and will meet with 

appropriate individuals, such as the individual’s dean, department chair, supervisor, or department head, in 

order to assess the options for reasonable accommodations. 

o OHR shall notify the faculty or staff member in writing of the approved accommodations within 15 days of 

receipt of a request, unless additional documentation is required or extenuating circumstances necessitate a 

longer review period.  

 

Q:  Is travel allowed in Fall 2020? 

 

A:  All University-related domestic travel is prohibited unless approved by the Senior Vice  

      President. International travel for faculty, staff, and students will not be authorized for  

      the fall 2020 semester.  

 

 

http://www.vsu.edu/files/docs/hr-forms/VSU%20COVID-19%20Alternative%20Work%20Arrangement%207.2020.pdf
http://www.vsu.edu/files/docs/hr-forms/VSU%20COVID-19%20Alternative%20Work%20Arrangement%207.2020.pdf

